COLONEL

Appointment Act: South African Police Service Act

Salary level: R165 123 per annum (Band C) (Ref. JL/01/2011)

Head Office: Pretoria

Additional requirements:
- Bachelor of Commerce or equivalent qualification with Internal Auditing/Audit and Risk Management as major subjects • Must have spent at least 3 years of their experience in an audit environment preferably Performance Audit of which at least 1 year should have been spent within performance audit environment • Must have membership of a relevant professional organisation and be accredited to a level which should have been spent at Internal Audit supervisory level (not related to others duties) • CA, CGA, CIA, CFE or CASA will be an advantage • Must have membership of IIA in any other relevant professional organisation • Willingness to travel extensively.

Core functions:
- Assist in the execution of audit assignments • Conduct and supervise performance audits per audit plan from planning to reporting • Compile focus areas and audit criteria and planning memorandum, including a detailed audit programme • Manage, monitor and maintain relationships with the co-sourced consortium • Assist in preparing the Internal Audit annual plan.
- Manage audit assignments from planning to reporting • Compile audit working papers and reports and ensure that final reports are in line with SAPS Internal Audit methodology • Co-ordinate and maintain relationships with the co-sourced consortium • Assist in preparing the Internal Audit annual plan.
- Core functions:
- Prepare working papers • Assist in conducting follow-up audits • Ensure that final reports are in line with SAPS Internal Audit methodology • Co-ordinate and maintain relationships with the co-sourced consortium • Assist in preparing the Internal Audit annual plan.
- Additional requirements:
- Relevant Bachelor’s degree in Commerce or equivalent qualification with Internal Auditing/Audit and Accounting or Risk Management as major subjects • Minimum of 3 years’ audit experience, of which at least 2 years’ audit experience should have been spent at Internal Audit supervisory level (not related to others duties) • CA, CGA, CIA, CFE or CASA will be an advantage • Must have membership of IIA in any other relevant professional organisation • Willingness to travel extensively.

Core functions:
- Conduct and supervise performance audits in accordance with SAPS methodology • Assist in preparing draft reports in line with SAPS methodology • Conduct and supervise performance audits per audit plan from planning to reporting • Compile focus areas and audit criteria and planning memorandum, including a detailed audit programme • Manage, monitor and maintain relationships with the co-sourced consortium • Assist in preparing the Internal Audit annual plan.
- Core functions:
- Conduct and supervise performance audits in accordance with SAPS methodology • Assist in preparing draft reports in line with SAPS methodology • Core functions:
- Commission the audit work, including compilation of working papers and reports • Supervise audit teams • Core functions:
- Assist in referencing the working paper files • Conduct and supervise performance audits per audit plan from planning to reporting • Compile focus areas and audit criteria and planning memorandum, including a detailed audit programme • Core functions:
- A comprehensive Curriculum Vitae must be submitted and attached to every application (all copies must be certified on the front of the document, date of birth and contact details must also be submitted together with the application form • A certified copy of an applicant's ID document, motor vehicle driver's licence.

LIEUTENANT (2 POSTS)

Appointment Act: South African Police Service Act

Salary level: R203 859 per annum (Band C) (Ref. JL/05/2011)

Head Office: Pretoria
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